
TOOLBOX PLUS™
DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE

MAXIMIZE TRAILER UPTIME



PRODUCT OVERVIEW
TOOLBOX PLUS enables users to quickly and easily 
run accurate diagnostics to get trucks and trailers back 
on the road, maximizing uptime. With a few simple 
clicks, users can diagnose fault codes, view repair 
and installation instructions and access maintenance 
manuals.

In addition to iABS, TOOLBOX PLUS also provides 
diagnostic support for prior generations of WABCO 
trailer ABS (including Enhanced Easy-Stop™ and Easy-
Stop™), Roll Stability Support (RSS) and TailGUARD™ 
Reversing Collision Avoidance System.

WABCO TOOLBOX PLUS™ DIGANOSTIC SOFTWARE
TOOLBOX PLUS™, the latest version of WABCO TOOLBOX™ diagnostic software, helps expedite vehicle and trailer diagnosis 
and minimize downtime. The PC-based advanced diagnostic software features a redesigned homepage interface, expanded 
diagnostic capabilities and support for the WABCO product portfolio, including the next generation trailer anti-lock braking 
system, iABS™.

iABS is helping to raise the IQ of commercial trailers through connectivity and data integration, improving overall 
communication between the tractor and the trailer and enabling deeper fleet intelligence capabilities. Built on the foundation 
and expertise that produced WABCO Easy-Stop™ ABS, iABS features up to 20 optional Intelligent Trailer functions and its 5V 
CAN communication allows for connecting and communicating to systems beyond braking.

KEY TRAILER FEATURES

•   Displays specific fault codes related to the failure versus a 
generic/blink code, making it possible for technicians to identify 
which specific system(s) have failed

•   Facilitates configuration and modification of ECU parameters, 
including over 20 Intelligent Trailer functions—examples 
include adjusting lifting and lowering pressures for Automatic 
Lift Axle components, editing the stopping distance for 
TailGUARD brake activation and more

•   Activates ABS components to verify system integrity, 
component operation and installation wiring for end of 
line check

•   Provides reverse Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) lookup

TOOLBOX PLUS™ will enhance your diagnostic experience and help avoid unnecessary downtime 
and cost by preventing improper parts replacement and repairs.



WABCO PRODUCTS SUPPORTED 
BY TOOLBOX PLUS™
TRUCK

•   SmartTrac® Pneumatic ABS

•   Hydraulic ABS and Hydraulic Power Brake (HPB)

•   EBS

•   OnGuard®

•   OnLane®

•   OnSide®

•   OptiRide® Electronically Controlled Air 
     Suspension (ECAS).

TRAILER
•   iABS™

•   Enhanced Easy-Stop™ and Easy-Stop™ 
     Trailer ABS

•   Roll Stability Support (RSS)

•   TailGUARD™ Reversing Collision Avoidance 
     System

Further solidify your reputation as a customer uptime partner with TOOLBOX PLUS. To purchase a 
subscription, contact your sales representative or Snap-on Customer Care at +1 (800) 639-6774. 
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For further product details, contact your 
sales representative or Snap-on Customer Care at (800) 639-6774

YOUR PARTNER IN UPTIME
FROM THE START. ON THE ROAD. IN THE SHOP.
WABCO’s comprehensive product and service platform is designed to maximize vehicle uptime and reduce cost-per-mile at 
every stage of the service lifecycle. We provide rapid, convenient access to a full range of leading-edge business tools and 
technical support resources - including extensive training, advanced diagnostic solutions, technical services and parts ordering 
support.

About ZF Friedrichshafen AG
ZF is a global technology company and supplies systems for passenger cars, commercial vehicles and industrial technology, 
enabling the next generation of mobility. ZF allows vehicles to see, think and act. In the four technology domains Vehicle 
Motion Control, Integrated Safety, Automated Driving, and Electric Mobility, ZF offers comprehensive solutions for established 
vehicle manufacturers and newly emerging transport and mobility service providers. ZF electrifies different kinds of vehicles. 
With its products, the company contributes to reducing emissions and protecting the climate.

ZF, which acquired WABCO Holdings Inc. on May 29, 2020, now has 162,000 employees worldwide with approximately 260 
locations in 41 countries. In 2019, the two then-independent companies achieved sales of €36.5 billion (ZF) and $3.4 billion 
(WABCO). For more information, visit: www.wabco-na.com


